
Realsafe Technologies is a public safety 
technology company that develops and 
maintains award-winning smartphone-based 
crash detection and emergency alerting 
software.

Our life-saving technology is responsible for 
protecting over 30 million miles of journeys by 
customers travelling within the automotive and 
motorcycle markets. We automatically connect 

customers to the emergency services whilst 
travelling in North America, the UK, Europe, 
Australia and New Zealand.

Realsafe Technologies is the only company to 
achieve BAPCO accreditation for apps in both 
the motorcycle and automotive sectors. Its 
certified crash detection and emergency 
alerting ecosystem continues to maintain false 
activation thresholds of less than 1%.

Over 30 million miles of driving protected using our technology, 
that's 1,204 times around the planet.

Realsafe Technologies Develop, Maintain & License 
Life-saving Smartphone Technology Connected to 
the Emergency Services Worldwide.

For all enquiries please email andrew@realsafetechnologies.com
www.realsafetechnologies.com



How we can help you 
and your customers
Our plug-and-play solution comprises of native components for iOS and Android 
apps, a fully supported customer subscription service and APIs for integration 
into the RESIN ecosystem.

A technology license from Realsafe Technologies can provide your customers 
with a valuable public safety benefit via a multi territory integrated crash 
detection and emergency alerting service, quickly and without the need for 
lengthy, expensive and uncertain technology development.

1. Full Service ideal for brands aiming for a fully managed crash detection
and emergency alerting service that includes:

Plug-&-play crash detection software using 
proprietary iOS & Android native component

Post-impact validation and emergency data packet 
preparation using proprietary in-app software

Delivery of emergency data packet to PSAPs via 
cloud-hosted Realsafe Emergency Integration 
Network Service (RESIN)

International emergency service connectivity 
incorporating UK, North America, Europe,
Australia & NZ

Subscription management software  

Government supported UK App Certification 

3. Emergency Alerting ideal for brands with an existing crash detection
system but require connectivity to emergency services in other markets

Delivery of emergency data packet to PSAPs via 
cloud-hosted Realsafe Emergency Integration 
Network Service (RESIN)

International emergency service connectivity 
incorporating UK, North America, Europe,
Australia & NZ

Subscription management software  

Government supported UK App Certification 

2. Accident Validation & Emergency Alerting ideal for brands with existing
crash detection software attached to a product or vehicle.

Subscription management software  

Government supported UK App Certification 

Post-impact validation and emergency data packet 
preparation using proprietary in-app software

Delivery of emergency data packet to PSAPs 
via cloud-hosted Realsafe Emergency
 Integration Network Service (RESIN)

International emergency service connectivity 
incorporating UK, North America, Europe,
Australia & NZ

For all enquiries please email andrew@realsafetechnologies.com
www.realsafetechnologies.com



How we are helping our clients 
protect their customers
Brands using Realsafe Technologies' proprietary technology include Triumph Motorcycles 
Ltd and REALRIDER®. These British APCO accredited crash detection and emergency 
alerting apps are certified and trusted to connect directly to the UK emergency services. 
They’ve also passed regulatory compliance to deliver emergency data across Europe, 
North America, Australia and New Zealand.

Triumph SOS Mobile App
Available on iPhone and Android and protecting 
motorcyclists across the UK, ROI, Europe, North 
America, Australia and New Zealand.

REALRIDER® Mobile App
Available on iPhone and Android and protecting 
motorcyclists across the UK, ROI, Europe, North 
America, Australia and New Zealand.

Dash Camera Emergency SOS
Launched in 2019, Emergency SOS is integrated into a market-leading, connected 
in-car technology brand, bringing new and revolutionary features to the Dash Cam 
market. This world-first partnership protects drivers across the UK, ROI, Europe, 
North America, Australia and New Zealand with automatic emergency alerting 
powered by Realsafe Technologies.

Realsafe Technologies’ emergency alerting 
ecosystem utilises the latest in geo-location 
and cloud-based services to deliver time-critical 
SOS data to the Emergency Services when it’s 
needed most - all within seconds of a crash.

Once emergency data is received, a final 
validation call is made before Ambulance 
dispatch takes place.

To prevent accidental triggering, both apps 
include sophisticated auto-pause technology, 
allowing riders to fully focus on their ride.

Triumph SOS & REALRIDER® do NOT record, 
store or send speed-related data to any third 
party.

^I_HeERO research study.

Considering that 90% of riders are thrown from their motorcycles during a crash^.
Triumph SOS & REALRIDER® automatically deliver time-critical location & potentially 
life-saving health data to paramedics if riders crash and can’t call for help.
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